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Ash/Lilac Borer
It is that time year to be aware of and prevent damage
from the ash/lilac borer (Podosesia syringae). Ash/lilac borer
adults are generally active from late-April through June,
although the extended cool period we experienced in April
more than likely shifted initial activity into early to mid-May.
Adults are brown, clearwing moths that resemble paper
wasps (Figure 1). Adult females lay tan, oval-shaped eggs in
cracks and crevices, or wounds at the base of plant stems. A
single female can live about one week and lay up to 400
eggs. Below are nine items related to the life history
parameters and management strategies associated with the
ash/lilac borer:
Fig 1. AshLilac Borer Adult (Author--City of Edmonton)

1. The larvae cause plant damage by creating tunnels and feeding within the bark (cambium). In addition,
larvae can tunnel further into the wood and feed within the sapwood and heartwood.
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2. Larval feeding restricts the flow of water and nutrients resulting in shoot
or branch dieback. Ash/lilac borer feeds primarily at the base of plant stems
creating swollen areas or cracks, and where major branches attach to the
trunk.
3. Evidence of larval feeding includes the presence of light-colored sawdust
(frass) that accumulates at the base of infected trees or shrubs (Figure 2).
4. Ash/lilac borer overwinters as a late-instar larva located in feeding tunnels
or galleries.
5. Trees or shrubs that have been infested with ash/lilac borers will have
brown papery pupal cases protruding from the bark (Figure 3). These are
where the adults emerged from.

Fig 2. Sawdust Located At The Base Of
An Infected Tree (Author--Raymond
Cloyd, KS)

6. In Kansas, there is generally one generation per year.
7. The best way to minimize problems with ash/lilac borer is
to avoid ‘plant stress’ by providing proper cultural
practices, such as; irrigation (watering), fertilization,
pruning, and mulching. Stressed plants, in general, are
Fig 3. Pupal Cases Of AshLilac Borer Protruding From
more susceptible to attack than so called ‘healthy plants.’ A
Tree Trunk (Author--Raymond Cloyd, KSU
two to three foot wide mulched area around the base of
trees and shrubs prevents injury from lawn mowers and weed-trimmers, which can girdle trees and shrubs
thus leading to ‘stress.’ Furthermore, avoid pruning plants in late spring through early summer (under usual
weather conditions) as this is when adults are typically present and the volatiles emitted from pruning cuts
may attract adult females.
8. Insecticides containing the active ingredients, permethrin or bifenthrin can be applied to the bark, at
least up to six feet from the base, in order to prevent ash/lilac borer larvae from entering plants after eggs
hatch. Ash/lilac borer larvae crawl on the bark searching for entry points, which exposes them to insecticide
residues.
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Fig 4. Pheromone Trap Used To Capture AshLilac Borer
Adult Males (Author--Raymond Cloyd, KSU)

9. Pheromone traps are
commercially available that
capture adult males (Figure 4),
which helps to estimate when
females will be laying eggs.
Pheromone traps help in timing
insecticide applications.
Insecticide spray applications
should begin 7 to 10 days after
capturing the first adults. Be sure
to also check pheromone traps
two to three times per week and
record the number of newly
captured adult males.

For more information regarding ash/lilac borer management contact your county or state extension
specialist.

Raymond Cloyd
HOME

Sugarcane Aphid Resistant Sorghum Hybrids
Dr. Brent Bean, Director of Agronomy with the United Sorghum Checkoff Program (USCP), recently
distributed the latest list of sorghum hybrids considered tolerant to the sugarcane aphid. To find USCP’s list
of the most current hybrids, please visit: http://www.sorghumcheckoff.com/farmer-resources/grainproduction/hybrid-selection

HOME
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Insect Management Guides, 2018

Ms. Donna Sheffield, Communications Department, recently sent the links to the 2018 Insect Management
Guides which can be found as follows:
Alfalfa, MF809: https://www.bookstore.ksre.k-state.edu/Item.aspx?catId=42&pubId=1492
Corn, MF810: https://www.bookstore.ksre.ksu.edu/Item.aspx?catId=221&pubId=20262
Cotton, MF2674: https://www.bookstore.ksre.k-state.edu/Item.aspx?catId=1081&pubId=20259
Sorghum, MF742: https://www.bookstore.ksre.k-state.edu/Item.aspx?catId=281&pubId=20260
Soybean, MF743: https://www.bookstore.ksre.k-state.edu/Item.aspx?catId=281&pubId=20261
Wheat, MF745, https://www.bookstore.ksre.ksu.edu/Item.aspx?catId=299&pubId=1463

Jeff Whitworth

Holly Davis
HOME

Sincerely,
Raymond A. Cloyd
Professor and Extension Specialist
Horticultural Entomology/Integrated Pest Management
Phone: 785-532-4750
Fax: 785-532-6232
e-mail: rcloyd@ksu.edu
Jeff Whitworth
Extension Specialist
Field Crops
phone: 785/532-5656
e-mail: jwhitwor@ksu.edu
Holly Davis
Research Associate
Phone: (785) 532-4730
e-mail: holly3@ksu.edu
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Kansas State University is committed to making its services, activities and programs accessible to all
participants. If you have special requirements due to a physical, vision, or hearing disability, contact LOCAL
NAME, PHONE NUMBER.

(For TDD, contact Michelle White-Godinet, Assistant Director of Affirmative Action, Kansas State University, 785-

532-4807.)

Kansas State University Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension Service
K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer. Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work, Acts of May
8 and June 30, 1914, as amended. Kansas State University, County Extension Councils, Extension Districts, and United States Department of
Agriculture Cooperating, John D. Floros, Director.
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